
The earth poured 

No sample created…  this is a canvas with poured paint and shrunken people glued on to it around the 

borders to form a circle (like earth), or in a grid-like format. Each student designs one person and helps 

pour paint. 

 

Volunteers watch - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHyWfZR2VK0 (<5minutes) 

Class watch at first session 

MATERIALS 

 Squeeze bottles (4-6) depending on how many colors 

 Pouring medium – Golden or Liquitex brands. Go to art supply store like Daniel Smith (Bellevue 

overlake area, A&C or Dick Blick in Seattle—ask for school/teachers discount). Michaels does not 

carry. Get the larger bottle. You might need two 

 DO NOT BUY GEL MEDIUM per video. Will craze. 

 Liquid acrylic or ink select 3-4 colors from green, white, blue to create earth 

 1 large canvas. Square might be good for earth 

 Shrinky dinks – get or clear. Joann’s, Michaels, A&C 

o Cut to half or quarter sheet for each student. Test which size will work. 

 Permanent like Sharpies or oil-based markers, color pencils 

 Acrylic paints (thicker) with small brushes (OPTIONAL). Water cups 

 Kitchen paper towels (not brown from school dispenser, not absorbent enough) 

 Small toaster oven and clean brown cardboard that fits into oven. (ideal so students can watch 

you bake the shrinky dinks) 

 Scrap wood or paint sticks (home depot/lowes) as spacers 

 Newspaper to protect work surface 

 Use clear glue like E6000 or Goop. Do not use opaque glue. Ask if glue will yellow because if you 

are using clear shrink dink and you can see the glue blob behind it, the yellowing of glue can 

show through.  Or to be “safer”, use white shrinky dinks. 

 

Preparing at home 

 Watch video 

 Make 2 shrinky dink people using quarter sheet and half sheet. See what the resulting size is and 

whether the entire class’ people will fit onto canvas in a nice arrangement (circle, grid, semi-

organized grid but not completed lined up etc). 

 Cut shrink dinks. 

 

Session 1: pour the earth and bake the people 

 Watch the video 

 Have students help make a bottle of each color desired: light blue, dark blue, white, medium 

green. More ink or paint = more opaque. Let the bottle sit for 20 minutes 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHyWfZR2VK0


 Students draw people – might provide a template like gingerbread person to guide them for 

shrink dink. They can deviate from template outline, accessorize with hats, capes etc 

 Color/design each person. 

 Bake. Flatten with spatula quickly  

 Half of students squirt paint. Do this over newspaper on a table where it is ok to leave canvas 

overnight.  Then tilt canvas so paint pours over the edges. Set it down on 3-4 scrap wood or 

paint sticks to paint does not get stuck to newspaper. Let the canvas lie flat overnight to dry. 

Session 2: pour the earth layer 2 

Other half of students squirt paint.  

 

Session 3 – ideally with the class. Let it dry again overnight. 

 

 

Have each person help glue their person onto the canvas. 

It might be helpful to trace the canvas onto a sheet of paper and play with layout at home. Trace the 

final position of each shrink dink person on the paper (with name if needed). This can reduce time 

when gluing. 

 

 

This is shown with a circle earth. If you do this, consider pouring 1st layer in very light 

blue/turquoise/green all over the canvas so that you can tilt and get paint over the sides of canvas. 

Then 2nd and 3rd layer is the round earth with deeper colors. 


